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Abstract

An advancing front grid generation system for structured Overset grids is presented. The grid generation system automatically modifies Overset structured surface grids and control lines until user-specified grid qualities are achieved. The system is demonstrated on two examples. The first example refines a space shuttle fuselage control line until global truncation error is achieved. The second example advances, from control lines, the space shuttle orbiter fuselage top and fuselage side surface grids until proper overlap is achieved. The system generates surface grids in minutes for complex geometries.

The grid generation system is implemented as a heuristic feedback control (HFC) expert system which iteratively modifies the input specifications for Overset control line and surface grids. It is developed as an extension of modern control theory, production rules systems and subsumption architectures. The methodology provides benefits over the full knowledge lifecycle of an expert system for knowledge acquisition, knowledge representation and knowledge execution. The vector/matrix framework of modern control theory is used to systematically acquire and represent expert system knowledge. Missing matrix elements imply missing expert knowledge. The execution of the expert system knowledge is performed through symbolic execution of the matrix algebra equations of modern control theory. The dot product operation of matrix algebra is generalized for heuristic symbolic terms. Constant time execution is guaranteed.

A compilation of the grid heuristics for the Overset domain as well as a users manual are provided.
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1 Executive Summary

This paper presents a closed-loop control, expert system application in the domain of automatic structured Overset surface grid generation. Automation of the surface grid generation process will significantly reduce the time and cost required to develop surface grids for aerospace vehicles (Fig. 1). In addition, a theory of heuristic feedback control (HFC) for developing and delivering closed-loop control expert systems is also presented. The primary benefit of the theory will be to reduce the time and cost many expert system developers experience addressing the knowledge acquisition bottleneck. Additional knowledge representation and execution benefits are also presented.

The grid generation system provided the first applications of automatically controlling, through heuristic feedback control methods, Overset grid tools SRAP and SURGRD. The system is demonstrated on two representative grid generation problems. The first problem shows the results of the grid controller iteratively modifying a control line (Fig. 4). The second problem shows the results of the grid controller marching two space shuttle surface grids together until proper overlap is achieved (Fig. 5). The performance of the grid controller marching two space shuttle surface grids can be seen in Fig. 6. The automatic grid generation software system was developed by formalizing over 30 domain heuristics. The domain heuristics for the grid controller are enumerated in Appendix A.

![Diagram](image)

Figure 1 Conceptual design of an aerospace vehicle is a four step process. CAD models are constructed from requirements. Structured grids are generated about the CAD models. Simulations are run over the grids. Simulation results are used to evaluate the conceptual design. Reduction in the time and cost for developing Overset structured surface grids is accomplished through automation.

The execution of the grid controller system follows a feedback control cycle (Fig. 2). The algorithm is based on the insight that the feedback process which grid designers utilize to design grids is an instance of a feedback control system (Fig. 3). Given an input file from the user (Fig. 7), on each iteration, the grids are sensed (Fig. 8). Automatic grid quality routines SGQ\(^1\) and OLGQ\(^2\) derive grid quality state variables (Fig. 9, left) from grid sensors. The grid qualities are matched against grid heuristics (Fig. 10). The matched grid heuristics determine the next grid actions (Fig. 9, right). The grid actions are automatically compiled into input specification files for the control line and surface grid generation tools. These tools are executed to generate new control lines and surface grids. The process repeats until the user defined surface grid and control line objectives are achieved. The grid controller algorithm which encodes the grid heuristics is seen in Fig. 11.

This paper demonstrates that the feedback control machinery of modern control theory \([5, 38]\) can be generalized for heuristic systems. The benefits are realized throughout the knowledge life-cycle of the expert system for knowledge acquisition, representation and execution. The knowledge acquisition framework helps expert system developers extract domain knowl-
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\(^1\)Goetz Klopfer, Jeff Onufer

\(^2\)Jeff Onufer, Goetz Klopfer, Peter Robinson
edge in a systematic manner [39] (Section 7). The knowledge representation framework helps expert system developers represent and organize the heuristic knowledge using rules imbedded in matrices. Knowledge execution of the grid control laws is accomplished through matrix algebra operations. The dot product operation required to perform matrix multiplication on numeric terms is generalized from a literal sum of product terms to an abstract combination of rule applications. Constant time knowledge execution guarantees can be made due to the deterministic nature of matrix dot product operations.

![Diagram](image)

Figure 2 The grid controller modifies structured grids before the simulation process in order to reduce the number of mathematical "artifacts" introduced into simulation caused by discontinuities and other grid conditions. A reduction in the number of mathematical "artifacts", by ensuring that grids meet grid quality setpoints, will reduce the number of iterations required to evaluate an aerospace vehicle design.

![Diagram](image)

Figure 3 The grid controller is an example of a generalized feedback controller. The grid controller is situated in an environment of structured grids. Sensing is analogous to determining grid qualities, while acting is analogous to modifying grid parameters.

## 2 Motivation

There are two motivations for this work. First, to reduce the time and costs for designing aerospace vehicles, and second to reduce the time and costs for developing closed-loop expert...
Figure 4 The grid controller iteratively modifies the fuselage side control line of the space shuttle orbiter, by iteratively generating an SRAP input specification which, when executed by SRAP, modifies the control line. Modifications include increasing the number of points as well as changing the spacing in order to achieve a user specified maximum truncation error of .004.

Reductions in time and cost for aerospace design are accomplished through the automation of the surface grid generation component of the design process. This requires grid generators which rapidly and automatically generate grids about the CAD geometry and flow features of the aerospace design. It also requires grids which support efficient and accurate simulation results. For complex griding tasks no single grid tool [28] will achieve both. Unstructured grid generators meet the first property but since unstructured grids do not follow the CAD and flow field geometry, solutions may not be efficient and accurate. On the other hand, structured grid generators generate grids which meet the second property but have significant challenges fully automating the surface grid generation process. The challenge is to develop a hybrid closed-loop expert system controller which meets both properties.

Reductions in time and cost for developing closed-loop expert systems are accomplished by the development of a methodology to reduce the knowledge acquisition bottleneck many automation projects experience. This requires methods which can symbolically reason over the axioms and propositions in a domain as well as methods which can guarantee systematic coverage of the domain knowledge. Methods from artificial intelligence provide inference procedures and qualitative reasoning methods for symbolic reasoning over complex domains. Methods from modern control theory provide quantitative vector/matrix tools to develop closed-loop process controllers and ensure systematic coverage of domain knowledge. The challenge is to develop a hybrid grid generation system which integrates the benefits of AI and conventional modelling methodologies.

3 Grid Controller Overview

The grid generation system automatically generates Overset structured grids according to a schedule of ordered tasks provided by the user as input to the grid controller (Fig. 7). Each task specifies four classes of information, namely: grid setpoints, type of control, number of
Successive Iterations of the Grid Controller in Surface Marching Mode.

Iteration 1  Iteration 2  Iteration 3  Iteration 4

Iteration 5  Iteration 6  Iteration 7  Iteration 8

Figure 5 Two Overset structured grids corresponding to the fuselage top and fuselage side control lines are grown from control lines on a CAD model of the shuttle orbiter. The grids were grown through an iterative feedback process until overlap is achieved.

controller iterations and the initial grid states (see Appendix C for details). Tasks allow the user to decompose a grid generation problem into logical components. For example, a user may grow a subset of grids which cover smooth regions of the CAD model as its first task in the grid schedule. Once these grids are defined, they provide overlap foundation for generating grids around CAD discontinuities with additional tasks.

At each iteration, the grid controller senses the grids to determine the state variables or grid qualities (Fig. 9, left). Given grid setpoints, it computes the differences between the grid state variables and the grid setpoints. The differences drive grid control laws (Fig. 10) to determine the next grid actions (Fig. 9, right). The actions are converted into grid input specification files to be automatically executed by Overset grid generators SRAP and SURGRD. This process continues until the grid setpoints are achieved, local optima are achieved or a fixed number of iterations are completed.

The grid observations are shown in Fig. 8. The set of points and lines which connect the points define the primitive data structure of the grids. Grid generation tools modify the number of points, the position of points and the lines between points. Certain configurations of grid observations are called grid qualities. These visual predicates provide aggregate measures of the grids. Eight different grid qualities (Fig. 9, left) are utilized by the grid controller. They are divided into two categories: unary grid measures and binary grid measures. The unary grid measures are stretching ratio, truncation error, jacobians, coverage and controllability. The binary grid measures are overlap, relative volume and cell difference. A more detailed explanation of the grid qualities can be found in Appendix A. The grid controller can take seven different classes of grid actions (Fig. 9, right) which are divided into two categories: surface grid actions and control line actions. The surface grid actions modify line lengths, the number of lines, the line spacing, and grid side boundary conditions. The control line actions modify the number of control line points and point spacing.
Grid Controller Performance for Shuttle Fuselage Side and Top Grids

Figure 6 Measurement of grid controller performance for the shuttle fuselage side and top surface grids. Since the control lines of these two grids are approximately parallel, convergence of farfield overlap occurs on the same iteration.

4 Related Work: Grid Generation

Given a CAD reference surface of the aerospace design, the surface grid generation task for structured Overset grids can be divided into decomposition and generation tasks. The decomposition task is to decompose the reference surface into regions of well-behaved surfaces. It is accomplished by defining control lines on the reference surface. The generation task is to cover the reference surface. It is accomplished by marching the grids to and from the control lines. If the control lines represent a sufficient decomposition, the reference surface will be covered with surface grids which meet user criteria. This paper addresses the generation task.

4.1 Grid Controller

The grid controller is an Overset [2] structured, advancing front, grid generation system that provides the benefits of automatic surface grid generation from unstructured grid methods with the benefits of efficient and accurate simulation results of structured grid methods. A structured advancing front from a control line progressively increments the line lengths of the structured grid until overlap and other single and binary grid qualities are achieved. It is analogous to the unstructured advancing front approach, where the grid generator starts from the boundaries of grids and incrementally adds in triangles until the surface is covered [28].

Grid users at NASA Ames Research Center have extended the heuristics of the grid controller and scaled its applicability to automatically generate overlapping Overset surface grids for the space shuttle orbiter model with seventeen grids, as well as the V22 Tiltrotor with
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Grid Controller Schedule

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Input</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Task: modify control lines</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1, 0</td>
<td>grid 1 active, grid 2 inactive</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30, 4</td>
<td>iterations, control line mode</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.005</td>
<td>truncation error setpoint</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>use user-specified control lines</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Task: modify surface grids</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1, 1</td>
<td>grid 1 active, grid 2 active</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20, 1</td>
<td>iterations, surface marching mode</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>overlap setpoint</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>use current control lines</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Grid Generation System

Figure 7: A grid controller schedule (left) is made up of a sequence of temporally ordered tasks. Each task is defined as a specification to the grid controller of: 1) the grid quality setpoints desired by the user, 2) the current grids, 3) the number of grid controller iterations, and 4) grid initialization methods. The grid controller schedule is the specification file for the grid controller. See Appendix C for a users manual.

The validation of the automatically generated grids was achieved by running PDE simulations and deriving realistic flow solutions from the automatically generated grids. In addition, the grid controller has been integrated with a global optimization framework from Rutgers University4. Preliminary results from this collaboration have helped refine the grid heuristics.

4.2 Overset Grid Generation Systems

In the Overset grid community, there has been a natural progression of increasing automation for the generation of grids. Initially grid generation tools were called directly through a command line interface. The Overgrid GUI [8] was developed to allow for rapid input parameter specification for grid generation tools via GUI templates. It also provides means to execute Overset grid tools and visualize their results.

An Overset script system [40, 35] has been developed which can assist in the CFD analysis of high-lift aerospace configurations which contain fuselage, wing, leading and trailing edge devices, engine, nacelle, strut/pylon and tail components. The script system assumes that the surface grids are defined. It has benefits of generating “error-free input files” [40] through reliance on a single repository of common information related to the aerospace design. The grid controller should be another routine invoked by this script system to generate the surface grids and proper overlap required by the scripting system. The user defined grid setpoints, such as overlap and truncation error used by the grid controller, should be set by the script system due to the heuristics in the script system based on characteristic lengths from CAD geometry and flow field resolution heuristics from simulation scenario (Reynolds number and angle of attack) requirements. The grid controller is similar to the script system in that it maintains a repository of grid knowledge from which error-free input files for SURGRD and SRAP are generated. The grid controller differs from the script system in that it does not assume the CAD geometry is made up of a predefined set of aircraft components.

PEGASUS [45] cuts portions of Overset surface grids away to ensure proper overlap between grids through a process called hole-cutting. This approach produces variable kmax grids which

4Dr. Don Smith, Dr. Khaled Rasheed, and Yan Meng, Rutgers University
Sensors

\[ (0,k_{\text{max}}) \quad (j_{\text{max}}, k_{\text{max}}) \]

\[ (0,0) \quad (j_{\text{max}}, 0) \]

\[
\text{Grid}\_\text{Points}(g) = \{ <g, j, k> | \forall j \leq J_{\text{max}}(g) \land \forall k \leq K_{\text{max}}(g) \}
\]

\[
\text{Grid}\_\text{LineSegments}(g) = \{ <g, j, k> | \forall j \leq J_{\text{max}}(g) \land \forall k \leq K_{\text{max}}(g) \}
\]

\[
\{ \text{line\_segment}(g, p_{i,j}, p_{i,j+1}) \}
\]

\[
\{ \text{line\_segment}(g, p_{i,j}, p_{i+1,j}) \}
\]

Figure 8 The sensors for each grid (and control line as well) consist of a set of points and the lines which connect the points.

cannot be generated via the grid controller and SURGRD. Since all of the grids generated via the grid controller have constant \( k_{\text{max}} \) values (number of horizontal lines), to achieve similar results as PEGASUS, the grid controller drastically varies the \( \eta_{\text{max}} \) (grid line lengths) on portions of the farfield in order to achieve proper overlap.

The Seam Grid [10] work presents a solution for automatically decomposing and generating structured surface grids. The concept of a seam grid is introduced to define those hyperbolic grids close to seam or control lines. These seam grids are intended to cover the discontinuous regions of a CAD geometry. Given a set of seam grids, an algebraic scheme is utilized to cover the CAD geometry, stitching the algebraic grids together with the seam grids. SEAMCR [9] extends the seam grid system by developing an automated method for generating the seam lines by identifying qualitative features in a CAD geometry. Both [10, 9] rely on an algebraic scheme using the tool SBLOCK to connect the seam grids over smooth regions of the CAD geometry. The grid controller differs in that it attempts to fully cover the CAD geometry using grids grown from the seam lines and does not rely on algebraic grids to connect the seam grids. It marches the seam grids until undesirable grid qualities such as offbody or negative jacobians are encountered. The method the grid controller uses to determine the marching distances of the surface directly addresses the unsolved problem of determining the marching distances for the seam grids [9]. The grid controller should utilize the SEAMCR tool to generate control lines.

4.3 Other Systems

Adaptive structured grid generation methods such as Adaptive Mesh Refinement (AMR) [3] and Adaptive Spatial Partitioning and Refinement (ASaP) [33] involve the generation and removal of structured grids at different levels of refinement to address "estimates of numerical error or regions of high gradients" which are unacceptable. The grid controller cannot add or remove grids, it can only modify the grids. In addition the grid controller does not modify grids in response to the results of simulations. It operates exclusively before simulations are run.

9
The block structured multi-zonal methods of Eiseman [21] automatically generate block structured grids. Block structured grids however must abut each other such that all grid lines in one grid meet grid lines in another. This requirement significantly increases the number of points required for block structured methods. For a complex CAD geometry, there may be an order of magnitude larger number of points than the same set of grids from the Overset approach. This is due to the fact that when gridding complex geometries with great disparity in spacing requirements, Overset methods can overlap grids with varied grid size.

The Amphion [44] program synthesis system was applied to the domain of Overset grid generation. The program synthesis system [47] generated input specifications for Chimera grid tools by reasoning over symbolic propositions defined for the geometric features of aerospace designs and Overset structured surface grids. The system was never made operational due in part to the challenges faced of integrating the program synthesis symbolic reasoning system with numeric grids and generation systems. Specifically, the symbolic geometric propositions did not have well defined mappings to the vast amount of numeric information represented by the grids and CAD aerospace model. In addition, the symbolic specifications generated by the program synthesis system were never grounded in numeric specifications required by the grid generation tools.

5 Expert System: Conceptual Description

The algorithm which implements the feedback control grid generation system is defined in Fig. 11. Both the control line and surface grid marching modes of the controller use iterative repair methods to refine the control lines and surface grids respectively. Their iterative repair strategies on each iteration differ significantly. In control line mode, on each iteration, the
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Figure 10 The K gain matrix represents the declarative form of the grid control laws. The rows and columns represent the grid state variables and grid actions as defined in Fig. 9. The elements of the table are heuristic rules which define the first-order mappings from each state variable to each action. Section 6 details the grid generation application. Section 7 details the theory of heuristic feedback control (HFC). Section B details the heuristic rules.

whole control line is searched for the region of greatest truncation error violation. This region of greatest truncation error violation is refined in order to achieve the truncation error objective set by the user. On the other hand, in surface grid marching mode, on each iteration, each of the j-line lengths (vertical lines) are refined in order to achieve the overlap setpoint objectives and other constraints defined by the user.

The grid controller accepts a grid schedule (Fig. 7, left) consisting of an ordered set of grid generation tasks. It iterates through each task in the grid schedule (Fig. 11, line 1) for the defined number of iterations of the task (Fig. 11, line 2). On each iteration, it determines the current setpoints or reference signals (Fig. 11, line 3). For each active grid (Fig. 11, line 4), the grid qualities of both the grid and those it interacts with (Fig. 11, line 5) are determined. The algorithm then branches based upon the control mode in effect for each grid schedule task (Fig. 11, line 6). The first control mode is for control line modification (Fig. 11, line 7). Under this mode, the control line for the current grid is selected (Fig. 11, line 8). Control line control laws are applied to determine a new control line specification for SRAP by minimizing the difference between the grid setpoints and grid qualities (Fig. 11, line 9). The new SRAP specifications are collected (Fig. 11, line 10). The second and third control modes are for marching and repairing Overset surface grids (Fig. 11, line 11). They are invoked in a similar fashion to that of the control line mode, except that now a new surface grid specification for SURGRD is generated by the grid control laws (Fig. 11, line 12) attempting to minimize the difference between the grid setpoints and grid qualities. The new SURGRD specifications are also collected (Fig. 11, line 13). At the end of the current iteration (Fig. 11, line 15), all of the SRAP specifications are executed by calls to actuate_control_lines (Fig. 11, line 16), followed by the execution of all of the SURGRD specifications through calls to actuate_surface_grids (Fig. 11, line 17). SRAP specifications are executed before SURGRD specifications due to the fact that each surface grid is defined with respect to a control line.

6 Grid Control Laws: Expert System Heuristics

The grid control laws are embedded in the function calls control_line_modifications and surface_grid_modifications (Fig. 11, lines 9 and 12). These functions execute the control laws defined in Eqn. 1. The evaluation of Eqn. 1 defines the inference procedure of the expert system.

\[ \tilde{u}(t + 1) = Kz(t) \]
function Grid_Controller (schedule)
  for task in schedule.tasks() do
    for iteration in task.iterations do
      reference_signals = task.reference_signals()
      for grid in task.grids do
        grid_qualities = sense_grid_and_dependencies(grid)
        case control_mode
          control_lines
            control_line = grid.control_line()
            control_line_spec = control_line_modifications(grid_qualities,reference_signals)
            SRAP_specs += control_line_spec
          surface.marching, surface.repair
            surface.grid_spec = surface.grid_modifications(grid_qualities,reference_signals)
            SURGRD_specs += surface.grid_spec
        end case control_mode
      end for grid
      actuate_control_lines(SRAP_specs)
      actuate_surface_grids (SURGRD_specs)
    end for iteration
  end for schedule
end function Grid_Controller

Figure 11 The grid control algorithm. The grid controller iteratively modifies control lines and surface grids until user specified reference signals are met. This is accomplished by the use of Overset grid tools SGQ, OLGQ, GRIDED, SRAP and SURGRD.

At each point in time, Eqn. 1 is solved for \( \bar{u}(t+1) \) to provide the grid controller with the next set of synchronous grid actions to be taken. To understand how Eqn. 1 is evaluated requires an understanding of vectors \( \bar{x}, \bar{u} \), matrix \( K \) as well as the machinery of matrix algebra. The elements of the vector \( \bar{x} \) define the grid qualities in the grid control domain and are formalized as the state variable vector in Fig. 12. The elements of the vector \( \bar{u} \) define the grid actions in the grid control domain and are formalized as the action vector in Fig. 13. The \( K \) matrix organizes the structure of the rule space. The row headers of the \( K \) matrix enumerate the possible grid actions, and the column headers enumerate the possible grid qualities (see Eqn. 2). The cartesian product of the row and columns yields the elements of the matrix. Each element of the matrix identifies a unique state/actuator combination implemented as a function or heuristic rule. Knowledge acquisition is performed by identifying the rows, columns and elements of the matrix. In the grid generation domain, the \( K \) matrix consists of 56 elements: 7 actions and 8 sensors.

\[
\begin{bmatrix}
  \bar{u}_{et} \\
  \bar{u}_{km} \\
  \bar{u}_{da} \\
  \bar{u}_{df} \\
  \bar{u}_{ia} \\
  \bar{u}_{ib} \\
  \bar{u}_{jm}
\end{bmatrix}
= 
\begin{bmatrix}
  k_{et, sr} & k_{et, nj} & k_{et, te} & k_{et, cn} & k_{et, ov} & k_{et, ru} & k_{et, cd} & k_{et, cu} \\
  k_{km, sr} & k_{km, nj} & k_{km, te} & k_{km, cn} & k_{km, ov} & k_{km, ru} & k_{km, cd} & k_{km, cu} \\
  k_{da, sr} & k_{da, nj} & k_{da, te} & k_{da, cn} & k_{da, ov} & k_{da, ru} & k_{da, cd} & k_{da, cu} \\
  k_{df, sr} & k_{df, nj} & k_{df, te} & k_{df, cn} & k_{df, ov} & k_{df, ru} & k_{df, cd} & k_{df, cu} \\
  k_{ia, sr} & k_{ia, nj} & k_{ia, te} & k_{ia, cn} & k_{ia, ov} & k_{ia, ru} & k_{ia, cd} & k_{ia, cu} \\
  k_{ib, sr} & k_{ib, nj} & k_{ib, te} & k_{ib, cn} & k_{ib, ov} & k_{ib, ru} & k_{ib, cd} & k_{ib, cu} \\
  k_{jm, sr} & k_{jm, nj} & k_{jm, te} & k_{jm, cn} & k_{jm, ov} & k_{jm, ru} & k_{jm, cd} & k_{jm, cu}
\end{bmatrix}
\times
\begin{bmatrix}
  x_{sr} \\
  x_{nj} \\
  x_{te} \\
  x_{ov} \\
  x_{ru} \\
  x_{cd} \\
  x_{cu}
\end{bmatrix}
\]

(2)
Each element \( u_t \) of \( \vec{u} \) is determined by the dot product of the \( k_t \)-th row of \( K \) with the state vector \( \vec{x} \). For example, action \( \vec{u}_{et} \), the first element of \( \vec{u} \), is defined in Eqn. 3 as the dot product of the first row in the \( K \) matrix with the state vector.

\[
\vec{u}_{et} = k_{et} \cdot \vec{x}
\]

Expanding Eqn. 3 yields Eqn. 4:

\[
\vec{u}_{et} = \left[ k_{et, sr}, k_{et, nj}, \ldots, k_{et, cd}, k_{et, cv} \right] [x_{sr}, x_{nj}, \ldots, x_{cd}, x_{cv}]^T
\]  

If the values of vector \( \vec{x} \) are numeric, and the elements of the \( k_{et} \) are numeric constants, then the dot product operation will utilize the standard definitions of the mathematical functions plus (+) and (*) as seen in Eqn. 5.

\[
\vec{u}_{et} = k_{et, sr} x_{sr} + k_{et, nj} x_{nj} + k_{et, te} x_{te} + k_{et, cn} x_{cn} + k_{et, ov} x_{ov} + k_{et, ru} x_{ru} + k_{et, cd} x_{cd} + k_{et, cv} x_{cv}
\]  

Since all of the elements \( K \) matrix are functions or heuristic rules, the generalized dot product operation is defined as two layers of function calls (Eqns. 6,7).

\[
\vec{u}_{et} = k_{et, sr}(x_{sr}) + k_{et, nj}(x_{nj}) + k_{et, te}(x_{te}) + k_{et, cn}(x_{cn}) + k_{et, ov}(x_{ov}) + k_{et, ru}(x_{ru}) + k_{et, cd}(x_{cd}) + k_{et, cv}(x_{cv})
\]

To evaluate Eqn. 7, the mathematical function \( f \) is no longer interpreted as a literal sum of product terms but now is interpreted as an abstract combination of product terms. In addition, the mathematical functions \( k_{et,*} \) are no longer interpreted as the product of numeric terms, but must now are interpreted as a generalized function application with \( x_* \) as the input arguments. The generalized dot product function is constructed by recognizing that the form of the dot product defined in Eqn. 7 is a function with sixteen arguments. The sixteen arguments are made up of eight arguments for the grid state variables and eight function arguments for the elements of the first row of the \( K \) matrix as can be seen in Eqn. 8.

\[
\vec{u}_{et} = f(k_{et, sr}, k_{et, nj}, k_{et, te}, k_{et, cn}, k_{et, ov}, k_{et, ru}, k_{et, cd}, k_{et, cv}, x_{sr}, x_{nj}, x_{te}, x_{cn}, x_{ov}, x_{ru}, x_{cd}, x_{cv})
\]  

An infinite number of function forms can fit function \( f \). The art of the knowledge engineer is to define those function forms appropriate to the domain. In the grid generation domain, two generalized dot product function forms have been explored. The first generalized dot product function form is implemented as a cascading conditional which ranks the grid qualities in terms of state and setpoint criticality (Fig. 14, left). The value of the action \( \vec{u}_{et} \) is determined.
by selecting the action associated with the first grid quality which satisfies its state variable predicate. The second generalized dot product function form is implemented as the minimum or intersection operation (Fig. 14, right). The value of the action \( u_{et} \) is determined by selecting the intersection (or minimum) action as suggested by each of the product terms. The tradeoffs of generalizing the dot product are a loss of linear control law properties including controllability, observability and stability. The benefit is the ability to leverage the linear algebra machinery for non-linear heuristic closed-loop control domains.

6.1 Gain Matrix Elements \((k_{ij})\): Solving for \( u_{ij} \)

Each element of the \( K \) matrix encodes a local heuristic relating a single state variable to a single action. By identifying the heuristic for each element, the local heuristics for the grid controller expert system are systematically defined. Fig. 15 shows the pseudocode corresponding to the value of the \( u_{et,cv} = k_{et,cv}(x_{cv}) \) element. Note that the logic derives different actions depending upon whether the state variable coverage \((x_{cv})\) is onbody, offbody, or just_offbody. This results in a local control action \( u_{et} \) of \( \text{increasing\_line\_length} \), \( \text{decreasing\_line\_length} \) or \( \text{maintaining\_current\_line\_length} \) respectively. All other elements of the \( K \) matrix are defined in a similar fashion. The definitions for most elements can be found in Appendix B.

7 Heuristic Feedback Control (HFC) Theory

We must be systematic, but we should keep our systems open.

- Alfred North Whitehead, Modes of Thought

The theory of heuristic feedback control (HFC) combines the feedback properties of expert system controllers [27, 16] with the parallel execution paths of subsumption [6]. It combines production rules [18] of rule-based systems with linear algebra vector/matrices of modern control theory [5]. It follows the challenge outlined in Planning and Control [20] to develop methods of integrating traditional control and AI systems.

7.1 Define Variables for Objectives, Sensors, States and Actions

HFC leverages the methodology used in modern control theory [29] to design process controllers. The methodology defines a fixed vocabulary of variables and relations between variables. Four classes of vectors are required to develop process control applications. In a similar manner to
Figure 14 Two dot product functions for computing $u_{et} = f(k_{et,ar}, \ldots, k_{et,cv}, x_{ar}, \ldots, x_{cv})$ are defined. The first instance defines a function form which orders the state variables as a cascading conditional indicating the priority of the state variable, selecting the $k_{lj}$ term whose state variable predicate is the first to match. The second instance defines a function form which computes the minimum of all contributions of $k_{lj}$ terms.

process controller designers, closed-loop control expert system developers must exhaustively enumerate the vectors corresponding to objectives ($\vec{r}$), sensors ($\vec{y}$), state variables ($\vec{x}$) and actions ($\vec{u}$) in the domain. For heuristic domains, variable values will be a mix of numeric and symbolic values. To define the variables and their values, the following questions must be answered for each domain:

- What are the objectives in the domain, and possible values for each objective?
  $\vec{r}(t) = [r_1(t) \cdots r_o(t)]$

- What are the sensors in the domain, and possible values for each sensor?
  $\vec{y}(t) = [y_1(t) \cdots y_m(t)]$

- What are the state variables in the domain, and possible values for each state variable?
  $\vec{x}(t) = [x_1(t) \cdots x_p(t)]$

- What are the actions in the domain, and possible values for each action?
  $\vec{u}(t) = [u_1(t) \cdots u_r(t)]$

7.2 Determination of the Transfer Function or Gain Matrix

The HFC control laws are determined through the definition of the mapping between the state variables ($\vec{x}$) and the actions ($\vec{u}$) according to a set of objectives ($\vec{r}$). This mapping, also called the transfer function is defined by answering the following questions:

- What is the relationship between the values of state variable $x_i$ and each action $\vec{u}$, given objective $r_i$?

The linear algebra form of the transfer function or gain matrix is represented in Eqn. 9. The objectives or setpoints $\vec{r}$ are no longer explicit in Eqn. 9 but are embedded in the logic of each $k_{ij}$ element. The function definitions of each $k_{ij}$ encodes the setpoints into the logic of the heuristic rules. Such an approach is taken in modern control theory as well as in a class of reactive systems.

$$\vec{u} = -K\vec{x}$$  \hspace{1cm} (9)
Given that the dimensions of $\mathbf{x}$ are $[1 \times m]$ and the dimensions of $\mathbf{u}$ are $[r \times 1]$, then the matrix $\mathbf{K}$ is of dimensions $[r \times m]$. The $r \times m$ elements of the $\mathbf{K}$ matrix are highlighted by the expansion of the $\mathbf{K}$ in Eqn. 10.

$$
\begin{bmatrix}
  u_1 \\
  u_2 \\
  \vdots \\
  u_r
\end{bmatrix}
= 
\begin{bmatrix}
  k_{1,1} & k_{1,2} & \cdots & k_{1,m} \\
  k_{2,1} & k_{2,2} & \cdots & k_{2,m} \\
  \vdots & \vdots & \ddots & \vdots \\
  k_{r,1} & k_{r,2} & \cdots & k_{r,m}
\end{bmatrix}
\begin{bmatrix}
  x_1 \\
  x_2 \\
  \vdots \\
  x_m
\end{bmatrix}
$$

Each $k_{ij}$ element (Eqn. 11) must be elicited from the domain expert. To define each $k_{ij}$ element the expert system designer must answer for each $i$ and $j$, the following question:

- What affect will the $j$th state variable have upon the $i$th action?

$$
\begin{bmatrix}
  \vdots \\
  u_i \\
  \vdots
\end{bmatrix}
= 
\begin{bmatrix}
  \vdots \\
  k_{i,j} & \vdots \\
  \vdots
\end{bmatrix}
\begin{bmatrix}
  x_j
\end{bmatrix}
$$

Since the $j$th state variable and $i$th action each can take on a set of values, the answer to this question is a function of the form: $k_{ij}(x_j) = u_{ij}$. Depending upon the types of state variables and actuator variables, this function can be a mathematical construct, heuristic rules, table lookup or other mapping preserving form which follows naturally from the domain. By systematically defining each element in the matrix a first order heuristic feedback control system can be defined. An example from the grid generation domain can be seen in Fig. 15.

Once each $k_{ij}$ element has been defined, the domain expert must define global heuristics for combining the local heuristics in order to solve the equation for each $u_i$ of $\mathbf{u}$. To define the global heuristics of combining the local evidence the expert designer must answer for each $u_i$ the following question:

- How will the local heuristics for the $i$th row of the $\mathbf{K}$ matrix, with respect to each $x_j$, be combined to define a net $u_i$ value?

$$
\begin{bmatrix}
  \vdots \\
  u_i \\
  \vdots
\end{bmatrix}
= 
\begin{bmatrix}
  k_{i,1} & k_{i,2} & \cdots & k_{i,p}
\end{bmatrix}
\begin{bmatrix}
  x_1 \\
  x_2 \\
  \vdots \\
  x_p
\end{bmatrix}
$$

Each element of the actuator vector $u_i$ can be derived via the dot product of the state variable vector $\mathbf{x}$ with $i$th row of the $\mathbf{K}$ matrix:

$$
u_i = [k_{i,1}, k_{i,2} \ldots k_{i,p-1}, k_{i,p}] [x_1, x_2 \ldots x_{p-1}, x_p]^T
$$

Since each $k_{i,j}$ is a function call, this function $u_i$ is defined as the sum of product terms:

$$
u_i = k_{i,1}(x_1) + k_{i,2}(x_2) + \cdots + k_{i,p}(x_p)
$$

Generalizing Eqn. 14 yields the abstract dot product function:

$$
u_i = f(k_{i,1}, \ldots, k_{i,p}, x_1, \ldots, x_p)
$$
\textbf{defrule} \texttt{k\textsubscript{et,cv}(x\textsubscript{cv})} \\
\texttt{/* Define the heuristic rule element k\textsubscript{et,cv} of the K matrix.*/} \\
\texttt{/* Coverage setpoint: total coverage*/} \\
\texttt{/* Effect of state variable coverage on action etamx */} \\
\texttt{/* When the grid goes offbody then return the last best onbody value and terminate.*/} \\
\texttt{if cv} \\
\texttt{    onbody then et = et + \Delta} \\
\texttt{    offbody then et = et - \Delta} \\
\texttt{    onbody \_\_and\_\_last\_\_iteration\_\_offbody then et = et} \\
\texttt{endif} \\
\texttt{end k\textsubscript{et,cv}}

Figure 15 The heuristic rule definition of the \textit{k\textsubscript{15}} element for the \textit{K} matrix. This element is a local grid heuristic which captures the relationship between the grid quality coverage \((x\textsubscript{cv})\) and the grid action line length \((u\textsubscript{t})\).

The more general definition of the dot product illustrates that the dot product function as defined in linear algebra is just one way of computing the value of \(u\textsubscript{t}\). Many other function definitions that utilize the same arguments as \(f\), including non-linear function forms, can be defined. These function forms could take the form of a complex conditional to capture the priority, criticality and system state information sources, or it could take on the form of intersection of system state information sources where it accepts a minimum action which satisfies all components. Two such examples have been illustrated in the grid generation domain (Fig. 14).

The use of domain specific knowledge to implement the dot product function rather than relying upon the domain independent dot product definition of linear algebra, is an instance of Allan Newell's and Edward Feigenbaum's insight of the fundamental tradeoff between a problem solvers generality and its expertness. Newell states: "...there is an inverse relationship between the generality of a method and its power" [36] (page 12). Feigenbaum identifies a "law of nature operating that relates problem solving generality (breadth of applicability) inversely to power (solution success..) and power directly to specificity (task-specific information)" [22] (page 6). These principles are observed in the grid generation domain by providing powerful, narrowly applicable domain specific dot product heuristics which yield acceptable solutions in the grid generation domain.

\textbf{7.2.1 K Matrix Extensions}

As knowledge engineers start to acquire, represent and execute the expert system (via evaluation of Eqn. 9), they will find that some actions cannot be defined as the additive composition of state variable contributions. It is natural for the knowledge engineer to assume the simplest possible model, namely a linear model of control, and only add in higher order terms when nonlinearities are encountered. The process for the development of heuristic systems is analogous to that of a mathematical modeller adding in higher order Taylor series terms when appropriate. The K matrix can be expanded by adding additional rows to the K matrix to represent control laws which require conjunctive evidence. The state vector \(z\) can be expanded by adding additional elements to the state vector \(\mathbf{z}\) to represent the conjunctive evidence.
8 Related Work: AI

HFC is a knowledge-based system defined by a set of propositions which have a truth value, and a theory which can reason over the propositions [31, 42]. The propositions are defined over the values of the \( z \), \( \bar{z} \) and \( \bar{x} \) vectors. The theory which reasons over the propositions is defined by the \( K \) matrix. At any point in time, working memory consists of propositions describing the domain variables and their values in the domain. No accumulation of historical data is permitted; only previous and current data are kept. The feedback control cycle of the expert system is defined by successive iterations over a fixed sequence of tasks. These tasks define a simple non-monotonic reasoning system, where historical information is constantly retracted while new information is asserted (see Fig. 16).

HFC has its roots in the development of iterative feedback closed-loop systems. Closed-loop feedback control systems can be partitioned in conventional and AI control systems. Jörn Müller summarizes the commonalities and differences between conventional control and AI control:

...the basic view of the controller as consisting of a state estimation function and a regulation function...can be transformed [from the conventional control model] into the AI perspective on agents and their environment...the basic difference between the two methods are...that models [which compute] the effects of actions on the world [are] realized by differential equations in [conventional control] and by symbolic reasoning on explicitly represented aspects of the world in [AI based control] [34] (page 12).

Norbert Wiener, who defined cybernetics as “the science of control and communication in the animal and machine” [50] formalized the theory of feedback control. Sowa in Conceptual Structures, critiques cybernetics as not applicable to AI symbolic methods:

Cybernetics is descended from analog control systems, but AI is based upon digital computer programming. Because of their heritage they use different formalisms: cybernetics uses continuous mathematics, especially calculus and differential equations; but AI uses discrete mathematics, especially symbolic logic and formal grammars...Although Weiner's original definition of cybernetics claimed the entire subject matter. [43] (page 340)
Both Müller and Sowa reject the methods of conventional control due to its reliance on continuous mathematics. This paper has demonstrated that a carte blanche rejection of the machinery of continuous mathematics for heuristic systems is not warranted. HFC has shown that the linear algebra framework which often is used to model sets of first order differential equations can be generalized to allow for "symbolic reasoning on explicitly represented aspects of the world" [34] (page 12). This is accomplished by defining qualitative mathematical operations [48], which are characterized by symbolic mathematical reasoning over finite fields. In addition it is accomplished by abstracting from the language of mathematics to the language of set operations which underlie the mathematics. For example, the execution of the equation \( \vec{u} = K \vec{x} \) is defined as a sequence of matrix dot product operations. To determine an element of \( \vec{u} \), the dot product operation is performed with a row of the \( K \) matrix and the column of the \( \vec{x} \) vector. The application of each dot product operation can be reduced to a fixed number of set mapping relations between elements of the set of state variables \( \vec{x} \), elements of the set of a row of the \( K \) matrix and elements of the set of a row of the \( K \) matrix and elements of the set of actions \( \vec{u} \) (see Fig. 17).

Figure 17 Systematic set mapping operations which underlie matrix dot product operations are the foundation for heuristic feedback control (HFC).

8.1 Conventional and AI Feedback Control Systems

The theory of heuristic feedback control is an attempt to "bring cog sci and AI back to the broader view of cognition and feedback mechanisms found in earlier psychology and cybernetics" [14] (page 132).

8.1.1 Modern Control Theory

HFC utilizes the variable type definitions, the matrix equations and the matrix operations from modern control theory [5, 38]:

\[
\begin{align*}
x' &= Ax + Bu \\
y &= Cx \\
u &= Kx
\end{align*}
\]

HFC uses matrices to represent the control knowledge of the expert system. The ease of organization of matrices makes them attractive for knowledge representation requirements. In addition, the use of linear algebra to develop expert systems in scientific and engineering domains is a natural fit due to the fact that matrices and vectors are already fundamental tools of scientists and engineers.

The \( K \) matrix is analogous to a multi-input/multi-output transfer function of frequency based methods [32] and the gain \( K \) matrix of modern control theory [5]. The \( K \) matrix is extended to allow for rule elements and not just constant elements. These equations are extended.
Figure 18 A comparison of closed-loop feedback control systems including traditional control as well as expert system controllers. All of the systems share a common feedback control cycle. The systems differ in the degree of processing of the raw sensory information into internal variables, the amount of search utilized to determine the next actions as well as the degree of independence of parallel control loops.

through the use of symbolic quantities as variable values, and the use of the matrix dotproduct operations generalized from a literal sum of products to a more abstract combination of terms written in domain specific heuristics. This paper assumes that $\ddot{z}$ is defined via the inverse of $y = Cx$, namely $\dot{x} = C^{-1}y$. This inversion is implemented via domain specific deterministic methods.  

Instead of the $K$ matrix being defined through an optimization process, $K$ is defined by interviewing domain experts. Knowledge acquisition for the $K$ matrix is accomplished through interviewing the domain experts in order to systematically identify the $K$ matrix elements. The use of matrices has many benefits. “The spreadsheet’s visual metaphor [of the matrix] amplifies the expert’s ability to recognize and offer distinctions between the elements on the basis of the basis of the constructs” [23] (page 82). Each element of the array is a modular piece of knowledge defining an empirical association between a state variable and an actuator. Missing matrix elements imply missing expert knowledge. The ability to identify missing matrix elements allows us to remove the difficulty commonly associated with heuristic systems, namely: a “system based upon empirical associations is more difficult to construct because the character of the knowledge makes it necessary to extract the rules on a a case-by-case basis.” [17] (page 391). Using matrices, it is easy to support knowledge acquisition from multiple domain experts. In the grid generation domain, three domain experts were used concurrently; each identified the rules of separate columns of the $K$ matrix.

Similarities exist between the matrices used by HFC and those employed by a key knowledge acquisition tool in personal construct theory [4]. Matrices identified as repertory grids [30] are used to scale a set of elements with respect to a given personal construct. These types of matrices are defined as a set of similar-contrast pole assignments over triadic subsets of the elements. Such methods should be included in HFC when defining the finite valueclass and orderings of domain variables.

8.1.2 Early Expert Systems

Ten “generic categories of knowledge engineering applications” are defined in An Overview of Expert Systems [27]. One of the ten categories of knowledge engineering applications is defined as control knowledge engineering applications (CKEA). Such knowledge engineering
applications are feedback control systems which "adaptively govern the overall behavior of a system" [27] (page 15). This is accomplished by repeatedly executing a feedback loop defined as a sequence of four sequential tasks: interpretation, prediction, repair and monitoring. Common operation between the grid controller and the four CKEA tasks can be seen in Fig. 18.

8.1.3 Heuristic Classification and Model-Based Reasoning

In Heuristic Classification [11], Mycin is defined as an instance of the class of maintenance cycle expert systems. This type of expert system iteratively executes four sequential tasks: monitor, diagnose, identify and modify. Common operation between the grid controller and the four maintenance cycle tasks can be seen in Fig. 18.

The heuristic rules [11] which comprise the elements of the K matrix of the form: if $x_j$ then $u_i$ are instances of heuristic classification [11]. The rules draw non-hierarchical and non-definitional inferences between elements of $x$ and elements of $u$. It is non-hierarchical because elements of $u$ are not elements of the abstraction lattice of $x$. It is non-definitional because the relations in K between $x$ and $u$ do not define the attributes of $x$ or $u$.

The K matrix can be modelled as a model-based reasoning (MBR) component [25] in which the column headers define the state variable ($x$) inputs to the component and the row headers define the action ($u$) outputs from the component. In MBR, the mapping between inputs and outputs is often defined using first principles, qualitative constraints, e.g. $(x + y = z)$ [19]. In HFC the mapping between inputs and outputs of the matrix component is defined through table lookup. Each of the table elements is a heuristic classification rule. HFC leverages both the heuristic classification approach of capturing empirical associations and the model-based reasoning component paradigm. HFC views the debate of when/where to utilize heuristic classification [11] vs. first principles qualitative constraints [17] as analogous to the debate in mathematical modelling of when/where to utilize models defined as curve fits to empirical data vs. utilizing models defined from first principles.

The dot product rules can be viewed as operational rule models [15]. Rule models are "abstract descriptions of subsets of rules, built from empirical generalizations of these rules, and are used to characterize a typical member of a subset." [15] (page 231). The integration process required by the dot product rules abstracts not the form of each rule but the form of the results of each rule.

8.1.4 Subsumption

The grid controller also exhibits many properties of subsumption [7]. No search through a space of internal representations is allowed. Internal representations are allowed as long as the internal representation is a deterministic conduit from sensing to acting. Multiple goals are implemented as competing parallel paths of execution. Separate layers define each goal. Many layers compete to actuate a limited set of actuators due to the fact that actuators overlap with other goal/layers (Fig. 19). Each layer receives the required sensor information synchronously. Actuators commands are executed synchronously, often with idempotent action. i.e. action which maintains the current command. The definition of each layer is not implemented as augmented finite-state machine (AFSM) with timers, but instead is implemented as heuristic sense act rules with a global clock.

Each symbolic dot product operation can be modelled as a set of subsumption layers with an inhibition/suppression module [6] (See Fig 19).
8.2 Knowledge Acquisition

Many knowledge acquisition methods [12, 13, 26, 27, 41, 49, 51] fall short of providing the knowledge engineer the types of knowledge to look for. Though most of these knowledge acquisition systems model the world as a set of variables and relations between the variables (propositional and higher order), they are too general as to what knowledge to acquire and represent: "the typology of knowledge sources is too general. The precise meaning of the knowledge sources is ambiguous" [49] (page 113). In addition, these systems offer little help in ensuring that systematic coverage of the domain knowledge is achieved. Without strategies to identify the essential knowledge, it is impossible to define systematic knowledge elicitation and acquisition methodologies.

The KADS (Knowledge Analysis and Design Support) philosophy states that: "a system that has knowledge about the kinds of knowledge that it needs to acquire can exercise much more focused control on the acquisition process"[49] (page 114). Gaines [24] identified "practical reasoning knowledge" as an instance of KADS modelling. "Practical reasoning knowledge" specifically looks for feedback control processes in the behavior of domain experts. The grid generation domain was found by making explicit the feedback control processes of grid users. Gaines, however, does not link these knowledge acquisition models with the feedback control methodology used by process control designers to develop feedback controllers. HFC links practical reasoning feedback control knowledge with the knowledge acquisition, representation and execution methods of process controllers [38] (Chapter 22). This methodology explicitly models both the controller and its environment. It outlines eight stages for the development of feedback control systems. Explicit models of the controlling and controlled process are developed. Though the methodology was developed for process control applications, nothing in the methodology precludes the parameters and their relations from being symbolic, qualitative terms rather than quantitative, numeric terms. It is a general methodology which HFC leverages to model human, domain expert feedback behavior. Frequency-based [32] and time-based [5] methods can be used to implement the methodology. We have chosen the time-based methods with its use of matrices to naturally represent multiple input/output control functions.

8.3 Concept Maps and Concept Graphs

Concept maps [1] are useful to model hierarchical concepts, ranking the concepts from the "most general, most inclusive concept to the most specific, least general concept" [37] (page
1. They can be used to model those aspects of the K matrix rules which are hierarchical in nature. However, concept maps provide no guidance as to what concepts to look for and provide no methods to extract a formal structure for the concept maps to reason over.

Concept graphs are defined as "a directed bipartite graph composed of concepts and relations" [43] (page 70). Concept graphs can be used to model rule elements of the K matrix, however, the clarity of thought gained from viewing the matrix as a whole is lost.

9 Conclusions and Future Work

This paper has introduced the grid generation expert system application, as well as the theory of heuristic feedback control (HFC) for developing such expert systems. The grid generation system has achieved some success in the automation of Overset structured grid generation. Much tuning of the system will be required before the system is baselined for an aerospace design project. The introduction of adaptivity and learning into the grid controller will allow for runtime modification of ineffective grid heuristics. The grid heuristics need to be tested on additional and increasingly more complicated aerospace CAD design geometries. Additional grid controller modes which interleave control line mode with surface marching mode will address overlap issues related to disparate grid cell sizes. Additional global constraints on grid actions such as Vinokur's function [46] need to be integrated into the K matrix evaluation process. The utilization of additional knowledge, for example the aircraft grid script systems [40, 35], should be incorporated into the grid controller.

The experience of using methods from modern control theory [5, 38] has helped advance the use of process control methods in the development of heuristic feedback control expert systems. It provides benefits over the full knowledge lifecycle of an expert system for knowledge acquisition, knowledge representation and knowledge execution. Modern control theory provides benefits during the knowledge acquisition phase by systematically identifying the classes of knowledge which need to be elicited in the domain. The process of systematically exploring all of the relationships between the grid qualities and the grid actions lead naturally to consider possibilities outside the scope of normal best practices for grid users. It provides benefits for knowledge representation of the domain by relying upon matrices and vectors to organize classes of domain heuristic rules. Systematic coverage of knowledge is reduced to identifying the elements of matrices. Missing matrix elements imply missing heuristics. Knowledge performance benefits allow for constant time execution of the expert system. This is accomplished through symbolic dot product analogs based upon the deterministic numeric dot product operation implemented as a fixed and constant number of rule matchings.
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A Grid Qualities: State Variables($\vec{z}$)

Grid quality routines provide quantitative assessments of what were previously qualitative visual assessments. Modern control theory links the observations ($\vec{y}$) to the state variables ($\vec{z}$) through the equation $\vec{y} = C\vec{x}$. Inversion of this equation yields $\vec{x} = C^{-1}\vec{y}$. The grid controller relies on routines OLGQ and SGQ to implement this inverse. These programs analyze the grid points produced by the grid generators as well as analyze the performance of the grid generators. The operation of the programs SGQ and OLGQ are not the focus of this paper.

Eight different grid qualities are utilized by the grid controller. The eight different grid qualities are divided into two categories: unary grid measures and binary grid measures. The single grid measures are stretching ratio, truncation error, jacobians, coverage and controllability. The binary grid measures are overlap, relative volume and cell difference.

**Stretching ratio** is a measure of change of distance between any three consecutive points. Two such measures are used by the controller, a local measure and a global measure. The local measure is defined between any three consecutive points as the maximum ratio between the two distances. A global stretching ratio keeps track of the minimum and maximum values as the three point window slides over a grid line with n points.

**Jacobians** are a measure of how close grid lines are to crossing. When a jacobian value is negative then grid lines have crossed. Grids with such conditions cannot be used for simulations.

**Truncation error** is a measure of the degree of orthogonality of a grid volume. Truncation error can be separated into solution-induced truncation error and mesh-induced truncation error. The truncation error grid quality is defined as the coefficient of the mesh-induced truncation error. A global measure for the truncation error for a whole grid is determined as the root-mean squared (RMS) point truncation error.

**Controllability** is defined as the difference between the grid specification as provided as input to a grid generator, and the measure of the grids after they have been generated. It was discovered that often the failure of the grid controller to achieve its desired results was due to constraints imposed by the grid generator itself. The information from controllability will be required to develop an adaptive grid controller.

**Grid coverage** is a measure of how much a grid covers a reference surface, covers another grid and how much a grid is offbody. Offbody coverage occurs when a grid has been advanced too far and it leaves the reference surface.

**Overlap** is a binary grid quality which measures the amount of overlapping grid cells between a recipient and donor grids. It is a grid quality measure which when met will help ensure that proper interpolation stencils can be defined. Overlap between recipient grid point and a donor grid can be measured with respect to four direction donor grid boundaries: $k_{min}$, $k_{max}$, $j_{min}$ and $j_{max}$. An overlap state is defined for each of these four directions. An overlap state can take on one of four values, namely: 1 implies no overlap, 2: not enough, 3: enough, 4: too much.

**Relative volume** is a binary grid quality which measures the ratio of the volumes between recipient and donor grid cells created from overlapping surface grid cells.

**Cell difference** is a binary grid quality which measures the ratio of the shapes between recipient and donor grid cells created from overlapping surface grid cells. For example, the volume of recipient and donor grid cells could be equal but the recipient and donor cells could be of drastically different shape (i.e. cube vs. other parallelepiped).
B K Matrix Element Definitions

Each element of the K matrix is a function/heuristic rule which accepts a single sensor as input and produces an action command as output. All of the grid knowledge embodied in these heuristics was defined through interviews and queries with four domain experts from NASA Ames: Dr. Goetz Klopfer, Dr. Donovan Mathias, Jeff Onufer and Dr. Yehia Rizk.

defrule k1 (sratio)
  /* Effect of sratio on etamx with sratio objective of 1.3*/
  if
    sratio
    ≤ 1.3 then etamx = etamx
    > 1.3 then etamx = etamx - Δ
  endif
end k1

defrule k2 (sratio)
  /* Effect of sratio on deta with sratio objective of 1.3*/
  if
    sratio
    ≤ 1.3 then deta = deta
    > 1.3 then deta = deta - Δ
  endif
end k2

defrule k3 (sratio)
  /* Effect of sratio on dfar with sratio objective of 1.3*/
  if
    sratio
    ≤ 1.3 then dfar = dfar
    > 1.3 then dfar = dfar - Δ
  endif
end k3

defrule k4 (sratio)
  /* Effect of sratio on kmax with sratio objective of 1.3*/
  if Count ((from j = 1 to jmax) sratio < 1.3) < 50% then kmax = kmax + Δ
    > 50% then kmax = kmax - Δ
  endif
end k4

defrule k5 (jacobian)
  /* Effect of jacobian on etamx with jacobian objective of greater than 0*/
  if
    jacobian
    ≤ 0 then etamx = etamx - Δ
    > 0 then etamx = etamx
  endif
end k5

defrule k6 (jacobian)
  /* Effect of jacobian on deta with jacobian objective of greater than 0*/
  /* only relevant if negative jacobian occurs near control line or kmin line*/
  if
    jacobian
    ≤ 0 and (k < kmin) then etamx = etamx - Δ
    > 0 then deta = deta - Δ
  endif
end k6

defrule k7 (jacobian)
  /* Effect of jacobian on dfar with jacobian objective of greater than 0*/
  /* only relevant if negative jacobian occurs near kmax line */
  if
    jacobian
    ≤ 0 and (k < kmax) then dfar = dfar - Δ
    > 0 then deta = deta - Δ
  endif
end k7

defrule k8 (jacobian)
  /* Effect of jacobian on kmax with jacobian objective of 0*/
  /* The only reason to change this is if there is running the subiteration procedure*/
  /* which doubles the number of points to grow the grids*/
  /* then halves them after the grids are grown*/
  if
    jacobian
    ≤ 0 and (smoothing has failed)
    then kmax = kmax + Δ (double number of points)
rerun grid generator

\[
k_{\text{max}} = k_{\text{max}} - \Delta (\text{halve number of points})
\]

> 0 then \(k_{\text{max}} = k_{\text{max}}\)

end if

end \(k_{42}\)

defrule \(k_{52}\) (jacobian)

/* Effect of jacobian on ibcja (right splay) with jacobian objective of 0*/

/* If NJ near center of control line, the increase splay, else reduce splay (if constraints for offbody permit it)/ * /

/* The change of splay is determined by how the negative jacobian is forming near the ends of the control lines. */

/* If grid lines are spiralling outward, then splay needs to be reduced. */

/* If grid lines are crossing into the interior of the grid, then need to increase the splay. */

/* I'm not sure how the outward spirals produce negative jacobians, */

/* but these are just as undesirable as standard negative jacobians. */

if jacobian

\[
\leq 0 \text{ and } (j \approx j_{\text{max}}) \text{ then } ibcja = ibcja + \Delta
\]

\[
\leq 0 \text{ and } (or (j \approx j_{\text{min}}) (j \approx j_{\text{max}})) \text{ then } ibcja = ibcja - \Delta
\]

\[
\leq 0 \text{ and } (spirals outward) \text{ then } ibcja = ibcja - \Delta
\]

\[
\leq 0 \text{ and } (crosses into interior of grid) \text{ then } ibcja = ibcja + \Delta
\]

> 0 then ibcja = ibcja

endif

end \(k_{52}\)

defrule \(k_{52}\) (jacobian)

/* Effect of jacobian on ibcjb (right splay) with jacobian objective of 0*/

/* See comments for \(k_{52}\) for comments. */

if jacobian

\[
\leq 0 \text{ and } (j \approx j_{\text{max}}) \text{ then } ibcjb = ibcjb + \Delta
\]

\[
\leq 0 \text{ and } (or (j \approx j_{\text{min}}) (j \approx j_{\text{max}})) \text{ then } ibcjb = ibcjb - \Delta
\]

\[
\leq 0 \text{ and } (spirals outward) \text{ then } ibcjb = ibcjb - \Delta
\]

\[
\leq 0 \text{ and } (crosses into interior of grid) \text{ then } ibcjb = ibcjb + \Delta
\]

> 0 then ibcjb = ibcjb

endif

end \(k_{52}\)

defrule \(k_{13}\) (truncation.error)

/* Effect of truncation error on etamx with truncation error objective of .005*/

/* Truncation error is proportional to cell area which increases as etamx increases*/

if truncation.error

\[
\leq .005 \text{ then } etamx = etamx - \Delta
\]

\[
> .005 \text{ then } etamx = etamx - \Delta
\]

endif

end \(k_{13}\)

defrule \(k_{23}\) (truncation.error)

/* Effect of truncation error on deta with truncation error objective of .005*/

/* Truncation error is proportional to cell area which decreases as deta increases*/

if truncation.error

\[
\leq .005 \text{ then } deta = deta - \Delta
\]

\[
> .005 \text{ then } deta = deta - \Delta
\]

endif

end \(k_{23}\)

defrule \(k_{23}\) (truncation.error)

/* Effect of truncation error on dfar with truncation error objective of .005*/

/* Truncation error is proportional to cell area which decreases as dfar increases*/

if truncation.error

\[
\leq .005 \text{ then } dfar = dfar - \Delta
\]

\[
> .005 \text{ then } dfar = dfar - \Delta
\]

endif

end \(k_{23}\)

defrule \(k_{33}\) (truncation.error)

/* Effect of truncation error on kmax with truncation error objective of .005*/

/* Truncation error is proportional to cell area which decreases as kmax increases*/

if truncation.error

\[
\leq .005 \text{ then } k_{\text{max}} = k_{\text{max}} - \Delta
\]

\[
> .005 \text{ then } k_{\text{max}} = k_{\text{max}} + \Delta
\]

endif

end \(k_{33}\)

defrule \(k_{14}\) (controllability)

/* Effect of etamx controllability on etamx with controllability objective of 0*/
/* Relax the farfield around regions where controllability is detected */
/* This is performed in grid controller repair mode */
if controllability
    > 0 then etamx = etamx
    = 0 and (close to regions) > 0 then etamx = etamx + Δ
endif
end k14

defrule k24 (controllability)
    /* Effect of etamx controllability on kmax with controllability objective of 0*/
    /* No effect*/
    kmax = kmax
end k24

defrule k24 (controllability)
    /* Effect of etamx controllability on deta with controllability objective of 0*/
    /* No effect*/
    deta = deta
end k24

defrule k44 (controllability)
    /* Effect of etamx controllability on dfar with controllability objective of 0*/
    /* No effect*/
    dfar = dfar
end k44

defrule k84 (controllability)
    /* Effect of etamx controllability on ibcja with controllability objective of 0*/
    /* No effect*/
    if controllability > 0 and (j ≈ jmin) then ibcja = ibcja + Δ
    < 0 and (j ≈ jmin) then ibcja = ibcja - Δ
    = 0 then ibcja = ibcja
endif
end k54

defrule k54 (controllability)
    /* Effect of etamx controllability on ibcjb with controllability objective of 0*/
    /* No effect*/
    if controllability > 0 and (j ≈ jmax) then ibcjb = ibcjb + Δ
    < 0 and (j ≈ jmax) then ibcjb = ibcjb - Δ
    = 0 then ibcjb = ibcjb
endif
end k54

defrule k15 (coverage)
    /* Effect of coverage on etamx with coverage objective of total coverage*/
    /* The heuristic used is to always remember the the far field distances */
    /* of the last point on the body. When the grid goes offbody then return */
    /* it to the last best onbody value.*/
    if coverage
        onbody then etamx = etamx + Δ
        offbody then etamx = etamx - Δ
        onbody and last iteration offbody then etamx = etamx
endif
end k15

defrule k25 (coverage)
    /* Effect of coverage on deta with coverage objective of total coverage*/
    deta = deta
end k25

defrule k35 (coverage)
    /* Effect of coverage on dfar with coverage objective of total coverage*/
    dfar = dfar
end k35

defrule k45 (coverage)
    /* Effect of coverage on kmax with coverage objective of total coverage*/
    kmax = kmax
end k45
defrule kss (coverage)
/* Effect of coverage on ibcj (right splay) with coverage objective of total coverage*/
if coverage
  nottotal_coverage and notoff_bodyleft then ibcj = ibjca - Δ
  off.bodyleft then ibcj = ibjca + Δ
  total.coverage then ibcj = ibcj
endif
end kss

defrule kss (coverage)
/* Effect of coverage on ibcj (left splay) with coverage objective of total coverage*/
if coverage
  nottotal_coverage and notoff_bodyright then ibcj = ibjcb - Δ
  off.bodyright then ibcj = ibjcb + Δ
  total.coverage then ibcj = ibcj
endif
end kss

defrule kss (overlap)
/* Effect of overlap on etamx with overlap objective overlap state 3*/
/* The heuristic used is to always remember the far field distances*/
/* of the last point on the body. When the grid goes offbody then return*/
/* it to the last best onbody value.*/
if overlap
  1 or 2 then etamx = etamx + Δ
  3 or 4 then etamx = etamx
endif
end kss

defrule kss (overlap, relative_volume)
/* Effect of overlap and relative_volume on deta with overlap objective overlap state 3*/
if overlap
  2 then if relative_volume
      < 1 and (k > kmax) then deta = deta - Δ
      < 1 and (k < kmax) then deta = deta + Δ
    = 1 then deta = deta
  endif
  1 or 3 or 4 then deta = deta
endif
end kss

defrule kss (overlap, relative_volume)
/* Effect of overlap and relative_volume on dfar with overlap objective overlap state 3*/
if overlap
  2 then if relative_volume
      < 1 and (k > kmax) then dfar = dfar + Δ
      < 1 and (k < kmax) then dfar = dfar - Δ
    = 1 then dfar = dfar
  endif
  1 or 3 or 4 then dfar = dfar
endif
end kss

defrule kss (overlap)
/* Effect of overlap on kmax with overlap objective overlap state 3*/
/* If most farfield points have too little overlap increase kmax to increase overlap*/
if Count ((from j = 1 to jmax) overlap = 2)
  > 50% then kmax = kmax + Δ
endif
/* If most farfield points have too much overlap decrease kmax to increase overlap*/
if Count ((from j = 1 to jmax) overlap = 4)
  > 50% then kmax = kmax - Δ
endif
end kss

defrule kss (overlap)
/* Effect of overlap on ibcj with overlap objective overlap state 3*/
if overlap
  /* splay out*/
  1 or 2 then ibcj = ibcj - Δ
  /* keep splay constant*/
  3 then ibcj = ibcj
  /* splay in*/
end kss
4 then ibcja = ibcja + Δ
endif
end kse

defrule ke6 (overlap)
/* Effect of overlap on ibcjb with overlap objective overlap state 3*/
if overlap
/* splay out* /
1 or 2 then ibcjb = ibcjb - Δ
/* keep splay constant*/
3 then ibcjb = ibcjb
/* splay in*/
4 then ibcjb = ibcjb + Δ
endif
end kse
C Users Manual

The grid controller is a program written in Fortran90. It is executed by a command at the shell prompt.

% controller controller.inp
%
% more controller.inp

GRID CONTROLLER INPUT FILE

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>GRID SCHEDULE ELEMENT 1</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>OBJECTIVES</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>GRID STATES</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>GRID CONTROL LINE SOURCES</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>GRID SCHEDULE ELEMENT 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>OBJECTIVES</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>GRID STATES</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>GRID CONTROL LINE SOURCES</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

C.1 Input File Specification

The input file controller.inp is organized as a grid schedule. At each step of the grid schedule several types of information are specified:

- **OBJECTIVES**: A set of grid objectives are defined for the active grids. These objectives are in terms of the single and binary grid qualities which the controller must achieve and maintain for each active grid. The user can specify the following objectives: number of cell overlap, maximum truncation error, stretching ratio, and jacobians.

- **NUMBER OF ITERATIONS**: The user defines the maximum number of feedback iterations the grid controller executes. Keep in mind that the grid controller can terminate earlier if the grid objectives are met or the grid controller reaches a local optima.

- **TYPE OF CONTROL**: The controller can be executed in one of four modes (per iteration). Modes can be used in conjunction with each other. Each mode is specified as 0: off, or 1: on. The first is overlap control which invokes SURGRD to achieve overlap grid qualities. The second mode repairs regions of low overlap grid qualities with sets of grids. The third mode modifies control lines to achieve truncation error grid qualities. The fourth is the optimizer control mode, (where the grid controller utilizes SRAP) and is used as a subroutine by an optimizer. It requires an additional input file called optimizer.inp.

- **GRID STATE**: For each grid, a grid state is defined. 0 implies not active, not present, 1 implies active, present and 2 implies not active, present. The grids which will be modified have grid state 1. The grids which will be used to determine grid qualities have grid states 1 and 2.

- **GRID CONTROL LINE SOURCES** - define initial state source. These sources can be pointers to grids, pointers to control lines with grid specifications or pointers to grid heuristics from which a grid can be generated. There are four values: synthesize grid spec from heuristics (0), use actual grid as starting point due to no grid spec (1), and grid spec from file (2) and use control line from pristine subdirectory (3). The controller will look in subdirectory $current_dir/pristine_grids/ for the initial grids.
C.2 Outfile Directory Structure

The result of the execution is a subdirectory which contains a log of the grid controller operations as well additional subdirectories for grids, specifications and the results of analysis routines run during the execution of the grid controller. The output of the grid controller is found in the subdirectory \( \texttt{current_dir/run/} \). Under this subdirectory several files and subdirectories can be found.

- \( \texttt{current_dir/run/gridcontrollerlog} \): This file contains the output of the grid controller. Each iteration of the controller is highlighted in the log as well as the reasoning processes the grid controller uses to determine its actions.

- \( \texttt{current_dir/run/sl} \): The results of each grid schedule element are captured in subdirectories labelled s1, s2 ... sn, where the nth grid schedule step is recorded in the sn subdirectory. Each sn contains six subdirectories under it. Each of these subdirectories contains the labelled contents for each iteration run by the grid controller.

- \( \texttt{current_dir/run/sl/grid_histories_id} \): Contains the control lines for all iterations.

- \( \texttt{current_dir/run/sl/grid_histories_2d} \): Contains the surface grids for all iterations.

- \( \texttt{current_dir/run/sl/grid_histories_3d} \): Contains the volume grids for all iterations required to compute the single and overlap grid qualities.

- \( \texttt{current_dir/run/sl/sgq_histories} \): Contains the single grid qualities for all grids for all iterations.

- \( \texttt{current_dir/run/sl/olrq_histories} \): Contains the overlap grid qualities for all grids for all iterations.

- \( \texttt{current_dir/run/sl/spec_histories} \): Contains the SRAP and SURGRD input specifications synthesized by the grid controller for all grids, control lines for all iterations.
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